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Introduction
The EU is negotiating a trade and investment
deal with the US — the Transatlantic Trade and
Investment Partnership, or TTIP.

And those benefits are the reason why the European Commission is determined to negotiate the
best possible deal for Europe.

It’s a key part of the strategy of the European
Commission. This is the body which:

You’ll find a wealth of other information on the
EU’s TTIP website at ec.europa.eu/ttip

• proposes EU policies;
• then puts them into practice, if governments
and Members of the European Parliament
(MEPs) agree on them.
Why is the Commission negotiating TTIP? Well, a
trade deal with the US could help us:
• create more, better-paid jobs and economic
growth;
• adapt to the rise of emerging economies outside Europe;
• maintain our influence in the world.
To explain how, this booklet:
•
first summarises how we in the EU benefit
from:
o trade and investment; and
oE
 U trade deals in general;
• then goes on to explain the main benefits that
TTIP in particular would bring to us.
Of course, like any trade agreement, TTIP would
intensify competition, in this case between
companies in the EU and US. This could be challenging for some.
But overall, the benefits would far outweigh the
costs.
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4 benefits of

trade and
investment
1. Exports create jobs and growth

2. Imports benefit firms and consumers

3. Most things are now made in stages
across different countries
4. Investment boosts EU companies
and creates jobs
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TTIP
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1. Exports create
jobs and growth
In 2013, the EU exported to the rest of the world:
• over €1 700 bn in goods; and
• over €680 bn in services.
These Made-in-Europe exports now support almost one in seven jobs in Europe. And every
extra €1 bn in EU exports creates up to 14 000
new jobs [1].

2. Imports benefit firms
and consumers
A study by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), a 34-nation
think tank, shows that opening up to trade and
investment helps firms become more productive
and get the investment they need [4].
Imports bring:
• ideas and innovation,
• new technologies, and
• the best research.

What’s more, it isn’t just the final exporting country where those jobs are created.
For example, around 200 000 jobs in Poland rely
on German exports to the rest of the world [2].
Export-related jobs also tend to be better paid
than other ones [3].

They benefit consumers too, by broadening the
choice of products and services available to
them.
Lower costs and a greater choice of inputs help
EU firms compete at home and abroad.
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3. M
 ost things are now
made in stages across
different countries
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4. Investment boosts EU
companies and creates
jobs

Nowadays companies increasingly design and
make their products in several stages, often
with each one in a different country.

European companies invest in countries outside
Europe, and companies from outside Europe invest here.

Together these stages are called global value
or supply chains. And they’re an important part
of trade.

This two-way flow benefits us in Europe — in
both directions. How? Well, when an EU company
invests outside Europe, it gains access to:
• new knowledge or technology,
• r esources at a lower cost.
It can also invest in the logistics that help it export its goods, like warehouses, sales operations,
or service centres.

For example, production in the EU depends on
imports from other countries of:
•e
 nergy and raw materials,
•p
 arts and components, and
• capital goods like machinery.
Together, these products make up 80 % of EU
imports.

This access allows the company to boost its productivity, so it can compete more effectively
— and hire more people back home. And when
companies from outside Europe invest here, they
create new jobs.

Europeans in turn create and sell value in these
chains in many ways, including by:

In fact investment from outside Europe currently
accounts for over 7 million jobs in the EU [5].

• making components and products;
• selling services;
• carrying out research and developing new
products;
•a
 ssembling, distributing and marketing them;
•m
 aintaining them.

Companies outside Europe also invest in:
• the skills and know-how of their European
staff; and
• the logistics needed to get their product or service onto the world market — such as warehousing or high-speed broadband.
This two-way investment helps build the infrastructure Europe needs to connect to — and
make the most of — global value chains.

8
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4 benefits of
trade and investment

4 benefits of EU

trade deals
1. EU trade deals boost exports, which
create growth and jobs
2. EU trade deals allow EU firms to
make the most of global value
chains
3. EU trade deals work to protect
people and the environment
4. EU trade deals promote investment

9 benefits of
TTIP
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1. T rade deals boost
exports, which create
growth and jobs
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Small businesses in Europe that export goods
and services to the rest of the world create over

6,000,000 jobs for Europeans.

Evidence from the OECD think-tank shows trade
deals deliver real benefits [6].
They promote trade and open markets, and
help EU firms benefit from global value chains.
And by doing that they deliver economic growth
and new business opportunities, and help create
new jobs.
In future trade will be an ever more important
source of economic growth and jobs in Europe.
That’s because most of the world’s growth will
take place outside Europe.

Small firms account for 1 in 5 jobs which depend on exports.

Did you know?
The world is changing fast.
Emerging and
developing countries
already make up almost

60 %

of the world economy [8]
And in the next 5 years

90 %

of the world’s growth
will happen
outside the EU [9].

So we need stronger links than ever with these
new centres of growth. Trade deals forge those
links.
What’s more, the OECD estimates that if the
world’s 20 leading economies slashed trade barriers by 50 % they could:
• boost jobs by up to 4 %;
• raise people’s wages by up to 8 %;
• increase exports by up to 20 % [7].
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2. T rade deals allow EU
firms to make the most
of global value chains
EU trade deals ensure EU firms can connect to
global value chains, and grow from them.

In 2010, the EU and South Korea signed a
free trade deal.

They scrap or lower the taxes (‘tariffs’) paid at customs when importing goods and cut the cost of the
red tape involved in exporting and importing.

In the 4 years after the agreement began
operating, Made-in-Europe exports to
Korea rose dramatically:
• in goods by 55 %
• in services by over 40 % [10].
They also work in other ways — for example, by
enabling EU companies to:

Over

• c ompete on a level playing field;

600,000

•b
 id for public contracts;

export goods and
services to the rest
of the world.

• more easily meet rules on food safety and animal and plant health, without lowering standards of protection;

SMALL BUSINESSES
IN EUROPE

•g
 et the raw materials they need;
•
protect their investment in researching and
developing new products;
•
get their products through customs more
quickly.
They can also:
• p romote trade in services;
• s upport trade online;
• make it easier for EU professionals to work in
different countries;
• enable us to work with other states to develop
common rules and standards.

12
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3. T rade deals work to
protect people and the
environment
EU trade deals help ensure that companies manage their global supply chains responsibly and
sustainably.
That means making sure they:
•u
 phold the rights of people working at each
stage in the chain;

Producing and
exporting responsibly

• p lay their part in protecting the environment;

Nowadays companies increasingly design
and make their products in several
stages, each one in a different country.

•a
 pply the principles of good corporate governance, like accountability and transparency, in
the way they run their businesses.

Together these stages are called global
supply or value chains. Businesses create
and sell value at each stage.
When it comes to these chains, EU trade
policy aims to ensure companies manage
these chains responsibly.
For example, the EU has taken steps to:
• c urb the trade in diamonds from wartorn countries;
•h
 elp improve labour conditions in countries like Bangladesh and Myanmar;
• tackle illegal logging.

In fact, EU trade deals include specific provisions to help make trade and investment as
sustainable as possible.

4
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4. T rade deals promote
investment
More investment means more economic growth
and more new jobs.
Trade deals encourage European companies to
invest outside Europe — and companies from
outside Europe to invest here.

Backing small business
in EU trade deals
‘Making trade easier through trade deals
allows smaller companies in Europe to
access overseas markets, when they
couldn’t afford to do so before.

They do so by:
•o
 pening up new areas of the economy to foreign investment;
• putting in place permanent, stable rules on investment, agreed by both sides;
• enabling companies and governments to resolve their differences fairly if things go
wrong.
That in turn gives companies the certainty and
opportunities they look for when considering
whether to invest overseas.

That makes them more competitive, more
resilient, and better able to take on the
world.’
Cecilia Malmström
EU Trade Commissioner

14
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4 benefits of
trade and investment
4 benefits of
EU trade deals

9 benefits of

TTIP

TTIP could help us to:
1. expand our economy

2. create more better-paid jobs

3. offer more choice

4. encourage more investment

	5. protect people’s rights at work and
the environment
6. shape globalisation

7. open up our markets

€ €

8. cut EU firms’ costs

9. set new trade rules

16
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9 benefits of TTIP
TTIP could help us to:

Trade matters for our economy. Evidence
shows EU trade deals are delivering economic
growth and creating new opportunities for EU
firms [11].
1.

… expand our economy
TTIP is part of that policy. Independent studies
suggest it could make it easier and cheaper for
EU firms, especially small ones, to export to the
US and develop their businesses [12].

2.

… create more better-paid jobs

31 million jobs in Europe rely on exports. And
studies show that they can be up to 16 % better paid than other kinds of job [13].
5 million such jobs already depend on exports
to the US [14]. And TTIP would create even more.

3.

… enjoy more choice as
consumers

Opening our markets would mean a greater
range of goods and services for consumers
and businesses [15].
The EU and US are already the biggest overseas investors in each other’s economies [16].

4.

… encourage more investment
TTIP would put in place clear, predictable rules
to help EU businesses expand and compete,
and generate growth and jobs in the process.

5.

… protect people’s rights at
work and the environment

TTIP would put sustainability centre-stage. It
would help ensure businesses manage their
global supply chains responsibly, with accountability and transparency.
And it would include specific provisions on
everything from biodiversity to international
labour standards.
TTIP would set new ground rules and standards.
These could serve as a model for global trade.

6.

… shape globalisation
That could in turn help us maintain our influence and promote our interests in a world of
fast-emerging economies.

9
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TTIP could do so by:

TTIP would scrap or cut the taxes that EU exports still face at US customs.
… opening up our markets

7.

8.

9.

€ €

It would also enable them to offer more kinds
of services in the US, win more US government
contracts, and speed up product checks at customs.
TTIP would bring together EU and US regulators to help cut the cost of red tape for exporting firms — like having to get products tested
and approved twice over. These costs hit small
business especially hard.

… helping cut EU firms’ costs
Regulators would see where existing EU and
US standards are equivalent, and cooperate
more closely on developing regulations in
future — for example, on electric cars. All without cutting corners in protecting people or the
environment.

… setting new trade rules

TTIP would set new, clearer rules of the game
to make trade easier and fairer. They would
cover areas ranging from red tape at customs
to free and fair competition.
It would also put measures in place to help
small business take full advantage of TTIP.

18
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1. E
 conomic growth and
business opportunities
Independent studies suggest that, like other EU
trade deals, TTIP would help generate economic
growth and create new opportunities for businesses across the EU.
And on a larger scale than ever before, because
together the EU and US make up over 30 % of
world trade.
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The EU and US
— two intertwined economies
The EU and US economies are especially
dependent on each other when it comes to
trade, investment and jobs.
Already, the EU and US are each other’s
most important export markets.

In fact, Europe’s economy could grow by an extra €100 bn or more thanks to TTIP [17].

In 2013, trade between us:
• c ame to over €850 bn [18] ;
• employed over 5 million people in the
EU [19].
Investment between us came to over
€645 bn [20]

TTIP would make it easier and cheaper for EU
companies, especially smaller ones, to:
•e
 xport to the US;
• import the components, raw materials and services they need;
•e
 xpand their business by reaching new buyers
for their products;
• c ompete abroad;
• innovate.

Over 3.5 million Europeans were working
in American companies in the EU [21].
And in 2012 spending in each other’s economies on research and development into
new products and services came to over
€60 bn [22].

9
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Strengthening Europe’s place
in global supply chains
Nowadays companies increasingly design and
make products and sell services in several
stages, each one in a different country.
Together these stages are called global
supply or value chains. Businesses create
and sell value at each stage.
EU trade policy aims to strengthen European businesses’ place in these chains.
It supports all the ways they’re involved —
from research and design to manufacturing
and marketing.
That means:
• opening up trade in services;
•
creating a level playing field for e-commerce;
• enabling professionals from one country to
work in other ones temporarily;
• getting regulators from different countries
to work together more;

Small businesses account for

of Europe’s exports
to the rest
of the world.

• c utting red tape at customs;
• ensuring access to the energy and raw materials businesses need;
• p rotecting their investment in innovation.
TTIP would help do all these things in trade
between the EU and US.
Every year over 150 000 small businesses
across the EU sell over €75 bn in goods to the
US each year.

So they’re a big part of EU–US trade. In fact
they:
• make up almost 90 % of all EU exporters to
the US;
•
account for over 25 % of Made-in-Europe
exports to the US.

20
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2. M
 ore better paid jobs
The jobs of almost 5 million people in Europe
depend on exports to the US [23].
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Backing
small business
in TTIP
We believe TTIP will benefit smaller firms
in particular.
That’s because they face the same trade
barriers as their larger peers, but they have
fewer staff and less money to deal with
them.
So they’ll get a real boost from any progress we make in TTIP to:
• r emove customs duties;
• s implify customs procedures;

The EU’s existing trade agreements with other
countries encourage EU companies to:
• export more to and import more from them;

• r educe the cost of diverging standards;
•
improve the protection of intellectual
property rights.

• invest more in them;
•a
 ttract more investment from them.
And the agreements show that the more they do
that, the more growth, jobs and new business
opportunities they can create at home.
This would be all the more so for an agreement
with the US, which is:
• t he world’s second largest economy after the
EU;
• already our largest trade partner.

We also want to enable small businesses
to make the most of any deal, by ensuring
they have:
• access to information they need to export
or invest abroad;
•h
 elp with things like access to finance or
business networking;
• a voice in implementing TTIP.

9
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3. More choice for
consumers and
businesses

Small business
backing TTIP

With TTIP we want to:
• scrap customs duties on almost all products
which we export to each other;
• cut red tape for EU and US exporters.
This would help generate more competition in
the EU and the US.

Florent Tarbouriech
CEO, Medi Thau Maree
Producer of high quality
oysters and mussels
Thau, France

And that in turn could mean more choice on
both sides of the Atlantic for:
• consumers when they go to the shops or buy
online;
• firms, when they buy the goods or services
(inputs) they need to:
o make their final products; or
o deliver their services [24].

‘We’re interested to reach out to prestigious
US restaurants. But it’s not possible today
due to some minor differences between EU
and US legislation.
If TTIP could help on that matter, we’d
gain access to a new, lucrative market.
It would mean additional turnover of up
to €500 000 for us by 2020 and brighter
prospects for our company and the people
who work for us.’

22
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4. M
 ore investment
Investment matters because by investing
abroad, European companies expand globally
and remain competitive internationally.
And as those companies grow, they recruit
more staff back home. They also invest more in
research and development, which helps Europe
stay competitive.
Investment by US firms in the EU also creates
new opportunities for business and partnerships with EU companies. This in turn boosts
growth and jobs in Europe.
TTIP would encourage even more investment
across the Atlantic in two main ways.
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And second, by giving each other’s investors
more certainty when they do invest.
The EU wants to set up a new Investment Court
System (ICS). This would enable governments
and investors to sort out any potential disputes
between them in a fair and impartial way.
The ICS would replace an existing system for
resolving disputes between governments and
foreign investors. It would serve as a model that
would be more transparent and accountable.

Did you know?
The EU is already the biggest investor in
the US.
EU companies’ combined investments in
the US come to more than

€1 600 000 000 000 [25]

First, by making it easier for EU companies to
invest in the US, and for US companies to invest
in the EU.

9
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5. P
 rotecting the
environment and
people’s rights at work
Trade deals aren’t just about economics. They
also help promote the EU’s high standards that
protect the environment and people’s rights at
work.
In TTIP the EU has proposed measures to:
• fight illegal logging, fishing and unauthorised
trade in wildlife;

6. Shaping globalisation
As the world economy becomes ever more integrated, there’ll be more demand for rules of
the game and standards for global trade.
These would cover everything from product
safety and animal and plant health to people’s
rights at work and environmental protection.
When the decisions are made on those rules
and standards, we want our voice to continue
to carry weight.

• protect public health;
• promote trade in green goods;
• preserve biodiversity.

To do that we’ll need to work closely with
partners such as the US in future.
By setting new ground rules and product standards in TTIP, we’ll help maintain our influence
and shape the world in the coming decades.
How? Well, in two ways.
It will also protect people’s rights at work by:
• reaffirming the core labour standards of the
International Labour Organisation (ILO), a
UN body;
• combatting gender inequality;
• promoting EU and US businesses’ sense of
responsibility towards the community and
environment in which they operate (known as
corporate social responsibility);
• working to eliminate child labour in its worst
forms around the world.

Firstly, those rules and standards would apply
to trade between the world’s two largest economies — trade which accounts for more than
30 % of the world total [26].

24

And the closer our partnership, the bigger the
potential benefits. The sheer scale of trade and
investment between us would mean that even
small improvements could have a big impact.
Secondly, we could encourage other countries
to adopt our high standards and ground rules,
since they would already apply to so much of
global trade.
Boosting economies around the world, too
An independent study suggests TTIP would have
a positive impact — not just for the EU and the
US, but also for other countries [27].
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Did you know?
Together, the EU and US still make up:
around

30 %

of
• the world’s economy
• world trade [28]

Small business
backing TTIP

Jörg Giessler
Founder and CEO, ARTICOmed
Manufacturer of bone and joint
surgery instruments.
Schlüchtern, Germany
and Wroclaw, Poland
More EU–US trade would create more demand
for other countries’ exports of:
• r aw materials and components;
• finished goods;
• s ervices that businesses rely on.
So firms in other countries would also gain,
which in turn would help create jobs and growth
there, too.

‘Our German-made products went through
a very strict safety assessment procedure.
But the European certification of medical
devices is not recognised in the US, so
our technology isn’t available to interested
American surgeons.
I hope TTIP will make it easier for companies like ours to get products approved in
both markets, so patients can benefit more
easily from our innovative and safe technology.’

9
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7. Better access to
the US market

Small business
backing TTIP

With TTIP we want to tackle the obstacles that
still get in EU companies’ way when they want
to export to, import from or invest in the US.
We would do this by enabling EU businesses
— however large or small, and whatever they
sell — to:
•e
 xport more to the US by scrapping or cutting
the taxes they pay at US customs;
• offer services which US rules stop them from
doing at the moment;
• win government contracts, at federal and
state level;
• import goods or services they need to make
their products;
• work out more easily when a product counts
as being ‘Made in Europe’ (or the USA);
• invest in the US and get US investment more
easily.

Nicoletta Merlo
CEO, Emilio Mauri SPA
Highquality cheese manufacturer
Lombardy, Italy

Did you know?

‘For highquality cheese with such a short
shelf life, it would be of great benefit to
have faster US customs procedures and
less red tape.

TTIP would scrap almost

This is why we look at TTIP as an opportunity’.

10 000 taxes
and other trade barriers
which Made-in-Europe exports
currently face in the US.

26
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Better access for
our food and drink products
— one of the EU’s
main goals for TTIP
The US is a key market for EU farmers and
food and drink producers.
We already export much more food and drink
to the US than we import. And with TTIP, we
want to make it even easier to export to the
US.

Other products face different kinds of barrier.
For example, some EU exporters have been
waiting more than 10 years for US authorities
to approve their products for sale.
There’s also the issue of so-called Geographical Indications. These protect food or drink
which specific regions in the EU produce, such
as:
• Grappa, a spirit from Italy; or
• Beaufort, a cheese from France.
We want to get a better, clearer and more predictable level of protection for European GIs
in the US.

That’s because certain EU products still face
big hurdles. Exporters of some products still
have to pay high taxes at US customs — as
much as:
• 25 % for blue-veined cheeses like Gorgonzola;
• 20 % for chocolate.

9
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€ € 8. Cutting costs

for EU firms —
without cutting corners

To export to the US, EU firms must meet US
rules.

• r egulators’ independence;
• the precautionary principle [29];
• governments’ right to regulate, so as to protect people and the environment.

Often, these rules ensure the same level of
safety or quality, but differ in their:
• technical details; or
• procedures for checking that firms have met
the rules.

Lowering the hurdles for
high-tech EU products
High-tech European electronics
struggle to sell in the US.

firms

They meet standards set jointly by more
than 70 countries.

This can be costly — especially for smaller
firms — if US and EU rules are different.
So in this second part of TTIP, we want to cut
those costs — while upholding the EU’s strict
levels of protection.
Seeing where our standards match
First, EU and US regulators would:
• see where our levels of protection match —
but our rules for applying them differ;
• if this is the case, recognise each other’s
rules so EU exports to the US only have to
meet EU rules.

But the US uses different ones. And even
where they’re almost identical, EU firms
still need to test products twice — in both
Europe and the US — before they can export to the US.
This adds to their costs — and the prices
they can afford to charge.

Working together on new regulations
And in future EU and US regulators would work
more closely in setting new regulations. In both
cases, we would safeguard:

With TTIP, we want to enable firms to pass
just one set of tests to be able to sell in
both markets.

28
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9. New rules to make
trade easier and fairer
In this part, we want to put new rules in place to
help all EU firms:
•b
 enefit from TTIP, especially smaller companies;
•a
 ccess the affordable energy and raw materials they need;
•p
 rotect their investment in research and
innovation;
• s ave time and money on red tape at customs.
We also want this part to set out:
• measures to put sustainable development
in TTIP — including labour rights and the
environment;
• a formal system to ensure civil society —
consumer, business, labour and green groups
— can hold us to our word.
New rules like these would be clearer for
exporters.
And they could help the 164 members of the
World Trade Organisation (WTO) to set their
own rules governing all trade between them —
not just between the EU and US.
They would also reinforce what’s known as
corporate social responsibility. This is a set of
principles like accountability and transparency
which companies apply in the way they:
• make their products or deliver their services;
and
• employ people at each stage of the process.
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